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The fight against inflation is at a crucial point. Just In ordinary circumstances, these achievements might
when considerable sentiment developed that th.e long have been hailed with a sense of widespread satisfac-
heralded recession would be further delayed, the busi- tion. But instead we have had a sense of unease and
ness climate changed abruptly. As spring approached, disappointment, a sense that, somehow, things are out
interest rates moved to levels not seen in our lifetime. of kilter. And the fact is those concerns have indeed
Financial markets and financial institutions were com- been justified.
ing under heavy strain. Some feared the long-term bond They have been justified in major part by the instinct
markets could be permanently crippled. But, today, less of our people that lasting prosperity-to say nothing of
than two months later, some short-term interest rates our security and sense of social stability-cannot be
have dropped almost by half, the public bond markets built on the shifting sands of inflation and a weak cur-
are absorbing near record amounts of new issues, and rency. At the same time-and the phenomenon is in part
some have even questioned whether in some sense mar- related to the inflationary process-growth in produc-
kets are not too "easy." tivity has been dismal, whether measured by our own

With professional judgments shifting so fast, with dif- past standards or performance abroad. Meanwhile, how-
ferent definitions of what is "restraint" or "ease" in ever much we as a nation have tried to resist the inevi-
policy competing for attention in the press, with table, the escalation of energy prices and recurrent
simultaneous concern about inflation and recession, is threats of oil shortage have forced harsh adjustments
it any wonder that the public is confused and concerned and new ways of thinking on the average citizen, calling
about our prospects and the appropriate policy ap- into question a style of life dependent on cheap and
proach? That confusion can be itself one of the major abundant energy. Taken together, the higher energy
hazards we face, for perceptions affect behavior. Our prices and actual declines in productivity have inexor-
fears can have elements of self-fulfillment. Impatience ably cut into the real income of most workers over the
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For all those reasons, I welcome this opportunity to il~!~LEconomic history c.'earlr demonstrates, Mr!~
I I I d . I ,i(;:Vplcker says, "that the Inflationary process cannot;:ay out as c ear y an conCIse y as I can some of the "'iii,ib d d .th t t d.. I. k '. . I I . h. ki . I I ",e en e WI ou mone ary ISClp Ine as a eJ."
~nncipa e ements In my own t In ~g, partIcu ar y as ;:'(iipolicy ingredient." But the Chairman of the Fe~,
It affects the conduct of ~onetary POlICY. " eral Reserve emphasizes that it is the three areas uti,

The first quarter of thIS year apparently represented 'i"inflation, energy, and productivity that must rtf~!
the culmination of five years of economic expansion. It ()i',~ain the continuing focus of policymaking." !i
has been our longest period of peacetime expansion, an '('!!!!i"This issue of Tax Review is based on remarks b~!;:!
expansion accompanied by unprecedented growth of !l!i.~e author presented before the 60th Annual Cori~!
over 14 million (or 19 percent) in employment. There ,'!(!iference of the National Association of Mutual Sa\l~;:
have been enormous strides in female, and, to a lesser i,(,ii,ings Banks on May 14, 1980. "
e~tent, minorit~ participation i? the labor for?e. The
hIghest propo~tIon of our w?r~Ing age populatIon has Foundatlu~i!'fi"Jiiii';;
been at work SInce those statIstIcs have been kept. """"""""",), " ,",,",',,',," ' """""'"
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past year and more,--a matter hard to square with our professional-mind with high and rising interest rates,
expectations and our economic behavior. with pain and suffering.

None of these problems are new. Inflation has been on Indeed, that can be the case when the demands we
a rising trend for 15 years. Productivity growth has place on our economy tend to approach or exceed our
trended lower for a decade or more. The energy crisis capacity to produce, and when money and credit de-
hit with force in 1974. Together they helped account for mands burgeon. But we have by now learned that, when
the severity of the recession in 1974 and 1975. Now, five inflationary anticipations are deep seated and volatile,
years later, the economic distortions, the imbalances, interest rates-particularly longer term interest rates-
and the adjustments that flow from these developments can be driven up by the fear of inflation itself; in those
have again threatened to undermine our economy, and circumstances, few want to commit their money for
even our sense of direction and confidence. fixed returns, and increasing numbers of our citizens

Yet, I also believe we can see now much more hopeful would rather "spend now" and "pay later" in depre-
omens. Approaches have begun to be put in place that, ciated dollars.
in time, can lay the foundation for renewed stability and For a time, those attitudes can support spending, and
growth-assuming we stick with them. Progress may provide a kind of false glow to economic activity. So it
often appear slow and halting. As the adjustments are was last year, when consumers depleted their savings.
underway, the threat of recession has appeared. In our But that is the weakest kind of foundation for sustained
impatience for quick results, we can be tempted to strike growth and productivity. And when high and rising
out in new directions even if over time the proposed levels of economic activity and fears of accelerating
measures are likely to be counterproductive. And Sill of inflation are combined, we have a potent-an almost
this puts a high premium on our economic understand- explosive,--brew at work in the credit markets. So it was
ing and on our ability to explain our purposes and pol- last winter.
icies. These market strains and historically high interest

The point has been made, again and again, that deal- rates-as in the past-had a strong impact on the more
ing with inflation must be a first priority of economic vulnerable sectors of the economy. Homebuilding, de-
policy. Antici pation of ever accelerating prices is simply pendent on mortgage money, has been particularly hard
inconsistent with business planning, orderly financial hit. There have been strong incentives to reduce inven-
markets, adequate savings, and in the last analysis, so- tories-generally a healthy reaction, but in this case
cial cohesion. aggravating the deeper-rooted problems of an auto in-

Monetary policy has a central role to play in the effort dustry struggling to adjust to a new mix of demands for
to restore stability. I will not argue that we should "go fuel efficient cars. Small businesses, farmers, consum-
it alone"-that persistent close control over the supply ers, and-not least-savings bankers have felt the pain
of money and credit can, all by itself, assure quick, . of higher costs of credit and, worse, uncertainty about
painless, and precisely predictable results. The infla- its availability.
tionary process is too deeply rooted in our society, too It seemed clear to those of us responsible for monetary
complex, too bound up in attitudes and institutional policy that there could be no easy escape from that pain
behavior to permit that degree of optimism. But all of through pumping up the supply of money and credit in
economic history does demonstrate with clarity that the an effort to keep interest rates down. The result could
inflationary process is nurtured by excessive monetary only be to confirm the very inflationary expectations
growth, and that that process cannot be ended without that, in a fundamental sense, gave rise to the market
monetary discipline as a key policy ingredient. strains in the first place. We would have been ratchetted

It is that discipline to which the Federal Reserve is to a still higher level of inflation, with still more fears of
committed-a discipline that will be reflected, over what the future might bring. The very groups in this
time, in restraint on growth in the money supply and country under greatest pressure,--the homebuilder and
credit. homebuyer, the smaller businessman, the financial in-

I am acutely conscious of the fact that monetary dis- termediary locked into long-term securities-would ul-
cipline is often associated in the public-or even the timately have the most to lose; instead of being able to

look for a surcease from pressure, those pressures would
be sustained. Then, as now, a policy course that seemed
to point toward more inflation could only induce lenders
to pull back from the credit markets in favor of current
spending and more speculative outlets for funds.

Instead, as you know, in the past six weeks or so,
market pressures have relaxed dramatically. The sharp
decline in interest rates has demonstrably reflected a fall
in the demand for money and credit, not an increase in
supply. Part of the explanation undoubtedly lies in the
decline in economic activity as consumers have at-
tempted to restore their financial positions at a time
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when the homebuilding and auto industries were where. If sustained, these lower rates should, of course,
already depressed. But I suspect there has also been restore the earnings and competitive position of the
some tempering of the extreme inflationary fears so thrift industry, and enable you to resume your own ac-
prevalent only a few months ago. That change in senti- customed role in financing.
ment has been related to some degree to the stance of The actual course of interest rates will, of course,
monetary and fiscal policy. continue to be influenced in the short run by the strength

It is in that sense that the linkage in the popular mind of economic activity and credit demands. Over time the
between monetary discipline and high interest rates, as Federal Reserve intends to provide the reserve base for
an historical generalization, is simply wrong. Look orderly, restrained growth in money, consistent with
around the world: it is the countries that have been most unwinding inflation; our emphasis is not on a particular
successful in curbing monetary growth and inflation level of interest rates. And there must always be another
that have the lowest interest rates. In Switzerland, to caveat on the interest rate outlook: current or even lower
take the extreme, mortgage money in this inflationary interest rate levels can be sustained only if we, in fact,
age is still available at 4.15 percent and the money sup- do make progress on the inflation front.
ply has been growing hardly at all! Given the inevitable and often long lags in response

The fact is the precipitous decline in interest rates in in the economy-and the way some of the most popular
the United States has been accompanied by less mone- price indices are computed-it is simply unrealistic to
tary growth, not more. Indeed, the money supply expect unambiguous, dramatic progress toward price
dropped sharply in April. I am at least as suspicious as stability month by month in the period ahead. The meth-
any of you about interpreting any single month's figures. ods by which the consumer price index is calculated
We know that some technical factors probably h~lped can result in particularly misleading signals of current
account for part of the April decline; the data are, in any developments. Forthcoming data should be heavily in-
event, inherently volatile. fluenced by two events that occurred in the first

But, with all the qualifications, the point remains; quarter-the imposition of the oil import fee, which (if
money and credit growth have slowed appreciably. In- upheld in the courts) will soon affect the price of gaso-
deed, there is now considerable room for growth, con- line, and sharply higher mortgage rates. While few
sistent with the targets we set for ourselves for all of this Americans purchased houses in the first quarter, and
year-targets that have been widely accepted as appro- even fewer paid the interest rates posted by traditional
priate and consistent with reduced inflationary pres- mortgage lenders, it is those data that go into the index,
sures over time. My point is that interest rates have not with a heavy weight, as the commitments are taken
in any sense been "forced" lower-nor will they be at down.
the expense of excessive growth in money and credit, at The last producer price index, rising at an annual rate
the risk of a resurgence in inflation and inflationary of only 6 percent, just as surely overstates progress so
expectations. far, for it reflected in part an exceptional decline in food

These are circumstances in which we can legitimately prices. In my judgment, a more balanced view suggests
begin to look forward to dismantling the more direct there is indeed a reasonable prospect for a decline in the
measures taken in mid-March, some of which had their inflation rate to or below 10 percent before the year is
genesis in October of last year, to curb excessive growth out. But that can only be a first step-and in some ways
in bank lending and consumer credit. The special re- the easiest step-on the road to price stability.
serve requirements and the call to confine growth of Even that prospect is dependent upon avoiding an-
loans of individual banks within a simple guideline other steep increase in the world price of oil. The
were and are clearly extraordinary measures, in impor- chances of that occurring should, in theory and in prac-
tant ways disruptive of normal market processes. We tice, be markedly reduced by the evidence of some sur-
have not wanted to move prematurely-we will not-at pluses at present in the world supply of oil and by the
the risk of false signals about our intentions to maintain relatively high stocks in consuming countries. But OPEC
control of monetary and credit growth. We want banks follows no iron law of economics. It is a measure of our
and other institutions during this critical period oftran- vulnerability-almost seven years after the 1973 epi-
sition to respect in their lending behavior the priorities sode--that OPEC countries still have the potential mar-
reflected in the special program. But, equally, we are not ket power to upset even a short-term forecast of relative
interested in fostering any impression that credit allo- oil price stability amid ample supply.
cation, formal or informal, can be any part of the basic I will not dwell on the oil situation today, for you are
continuing armory of monetary policy; the special mea- as familiar as I with the needs and frustrations in achiev-
sures are, to put it most simply, no substitute for general ing coherent and coordinated policies among consum-
instruments of policy, and the side effects, if prolonged, ing countries and a meeting of minds with the produc-
can be counterproductive. ers. There can be no denying the urgency of the problem

At the moment, it is evident that it is lower interest from every point of view. It is that urgency that to my
rates much more than any exhortations or controls that mind fully justifies the progress toward deregulation at
are beginning to playa constructive role in unlocking home and the imposition of higher gasoline prices as a
flows of funds to the construction industry and else- result of the oil import fee. In the short run, those poli-
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cies may appear to impede the fight on inflation, for they the budget, I believe that is still the prevailing mood,
do raise the price indices, But, in a larger sense, I firmly But there is an obvious danger that the consensus could
believe they help, Only as we are induced to conserve fracture in the face of apparently discouraging business
and reduce our dependence on OPEC sources of energy news and the reduced level of interest rates,
can we begin to feel more comfortable that our prospects I am not so concerned about one contingency that
and our stability will not be at the mercy of pricing arises in any budget planning-that a major recession,
decisions of others, Indeed, our energy vulnerability should it develop, will result in lower revenues than
remains the greatest threat, alongside inflation itself, to projected, Such an outcome would imply a very slack
our growth and prosperity, economy, some reduction in other credit demands, and

The third problem I cited at the start-the problem of only temporary implications for revenues, What would
productivity-also poses hard choices and difficult di- gravely concern me would be to turn away from spend-
lemmas, Not all the causes and cures for our declining ing restraint and budgetary balance as a matter of delib-
performance are clear, But, I believe the suspicion is erate policy, In the short run, the effects on financial
well grounded that a failure of our capital stock to keep markets so sensitized to inflation concerns and, after
pace with the labor force, or to be renewed as rapidly as decades of deficits, increasingly skeptical of budget
it might, is an important part of the problem, planning, could only be counterproductive, Equally im-

That analysis leads directly to questions of the tax portant over time, failure to carry thrQugh effective ex-
treatment of investment, The Tax Code, in my judgment, penditure restraints-reducing the proportion of the
has for many years been biased against the savings! GNP absorbed by government-can only undermine the
investment process, There is no absence of propo~als for case for, and opportunities for, the tax reduction,
reform in that area, But we also have to recognize the I recognize the uncertainties in the business outlook
hard ~e~lity that-all the proposals have a common. char- as the budget is debated, But inescapable uncertainty is
acteristIc-they lose revenues for at least a perIod of not in my mind synonymous with-a euphemism for-
time, Consequently, we cannot escape the matter of bud- gloom about the course of the economy, I know of few
getary priorities-or, at least for a time, acquiesce in still economic analysts, in or out of government, that can
more deficit spending, take much satisfaction from their forecasting record dur-

You,la~ies and ~en.tlemen ~re res~on,si?le for private ing recent years; to commit ourselves today to policy
~nancial mte~mediarIes, l~okmg to IndiVIduals for sav- options that would make sense only if the worst happens
mgs and paSSIng those ~avmgs ~long t~ ho~eb,uyers and is at least as likely as not to be counterproductive,
others, You compete wIth a varIety of InstItutIons-and L t t b bl " t th 1 , k th t th th, e us no e 0 IVIOUS 0 e rea ns a e ra er
the most overpowerIng of those can be the Federal gov- h d I ' , d '

th t t. , . s arp ec me m consumer spen mg over e pas woernment Itself when It comes Into the market for tens of th ' t f th 1 d ' bl, , . 0 mon s, comIng on op 0 e a rea y serIOUS pro ems
bIllIons of dollars; market congestIon or not, low Interest f th t d h ' ' d t . ld " t t" " 0 e au 0 an ousmg m us rIes, cou preCIpi a e
rates or hIgh, Its needs wIll be satIsfied, That was, of furth d ' d ' t t B t 1 t b .

, . er spen mg a Jus men s, u e us e conSCIOUS,
course, precIsely what happened last WInter, when mar- t f th tr .b ' l ' t th t h . ld b, 00, 0 e song pOSSI 1 1 Y a ousmg cou e ap-
ket pressures were ~t thelf greatest" . proaching its low point, with a considerable backlog of

The plain lesson IS that one contrIbutIon the Federal d d th t O ll b ff t ' th d ' t k t, , eman s a WI ecome e ec Ive as e cre 1 mar e s
government can and should make to capItal formatIon Th t ' d t ' b " 11, . open up, e au 0 m us ry IS rIngIng sma er cars on
is to avoid preemptIng so large a share of the avaIlable 1. d 1 d 1 ' I bl t d t t t, me, an arger mo e s aval a e 0 ay may urn ou 0
credit, year in and year out, as has been the case m the b b ' th . d t ' , h d d Ee a argam as elf pro uc Ion IS p ase own, x-
past decade, , ,ports-a larger sector than housing-are doing well.

At the same ~Ime, we kno~ taxes are too hIgh for the Inventories-barring a cumulative downturn-are not
sake of economIC growth and Investment, Carefully con- oppressively high,
structed tax reform and reduction can be an ally- , " , 0
0 d d .t b ' d ' bl 11 ' th ff rt t What we can know wIth certaInty IS that InflatIonarym ee ,1 may e an m Ispensa e a y-m e e 0 0 , , 0 , , ,
restore productivity and to sustain growth, I yield to no sensItIvItIes and pressures remaIn hIgh-and we no
one in my conviction that intelligently constructed tax longer h~ve a realistic option of inflating ourselves ~ut
reform and tax reduction-addressing the problems of of receSSIon, The mere, effort could °n.ly be destructIve
investment, productivity, and costs-is sorely needed, of th~ chance for restorIng orderly credIt flows at reason-

But we can't simply wave away the budgetary con- able Interest rates,
straint or questions of timing, And that timing seems to '.ye can also be s~re ~hat the ~eed for ener~y, conser-
me, like it or not, dependent on progress in reducing the vatIon and productIon IS essentIal to our stabIlIty, And
rate of expenditure growth, reductions not just in Ad- we know that, in the end, we will need to improve
ministration planning or in initial budget resolutions, productivity to support economic growth and to help
but reductions that are signed, sealed, and delivered! wind down inflation,

Only a few weeks ago, under the pressure of credit It is these three areas-inflation, energy, productiv-
market strains and inflationary fears, a broad consensus ity-that must remain the continuing focus of policy-
developed, in the Congress and without, about the im- making, Without progress in these areas, efforts to deal
portance of cutting proposed spending and balancing with recession will ultimately be doomed to failure,
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